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Abstract—Building data analysis skills is part of modern elementary school curricula. Recent research has explored how to facilitate children’s understanding of visual data representations through completion exercises which highlight links between concrete and abstract mappings. This approach scaffolds visualization activities by presenting a target visualization to children. But how can we engage children in more free-form visual data mapping exercises that are driven by their own mapping ideas? How can we scaffold a creative exploration of visualization techniques and mapping possibilities? We present Construct-A-Vis, a tablet-based tool designed to explore the feasibility of free-form and constructive visualization activities with elementary school children. Construct-A-Vis provides adjustable levels of scaffolding visual mapping processes. It can be used by children individually or as part of collaborative activities. Findings from a study with elementary school children using Construct-A-Vis individually and in pairs highlight the potential of this free-form constructive approach, as visible in children’s diverse visualization outcomes and their critical engagement with the data and mapping processes. Based on our study findings we contribute insights into the design of free-form visualization tools for children, including the role of tool-based scaffolding mechanisms and shared interactions to guide visualization activities with children.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Visualization has become a ubiquitous tool to communicate data in our personal and work lives. Children are no exception to this, and curricula as early as elementary school emphasize the importance of data analysis skills [11]. The question of how to build visualization literacy skills from an early age, including the ability to both create and interpret visualizations [9], is therefore becoming increasingly important. While visual representations form a prominent part of paper-based elementary school teaching materials [1], research on how children engage in visualization processes, and how to design visualization tools that introduce them to visualization concepts is still in its infancy. Notable approaches guide visualization creation with templates (see, e.g., [1]) which encourages children’s understanding of links between different visual representations via completion exercises, but limits the extent to which they can incorporate their own ideas and creativity into their visualizations. Allowing children to explore their own ideas when visually representing a data set may lead to a more grounded understanding of how to represent and communicate data, and the use visualization to facilitate problem solving and decision making. However, visualization tools for children that allow the free-form visualization creation do not currently exist, and we lack studies that explore whether and how such an approach can be productive.

Our research starts to fill this gap by exploring how to design free-form visualization tools for children that allow the creative creation of visualizations without step-by-step guidance and templates. We focus in particular on elementary school children’s visualization processes using a free-form visualization tool. Are they able to create meaningful visualizations? Can a free-form tool promote a creative and critical engagement with different visual representations and, if so, how?

We have investigated these questions from a design and empirical perspective via Construct-A-Vis, a tablet-based constructive visualization tool for children which was designed to facilitate creative explo-

Fig. 1. Two children working with the Construct-A-Vis tool.

ration of different visual mappings. Construct-A-Vis is based on design principles we derived from literature in education and visualization including (1) a focus on free-form visualization creation, (2) making data-to-visual mappings explicit, (3) providing visual scaffolding without prescribing a visual mapping process, (4) allowing for tool configurability by teachers to cater for different skills, and (5) support of shared activities as is common in elementary school classrooms. Studying children’s individual and shared visualization activities using Construct-A-Vis revealed a creative and critical engagement in the process, evident in a range of different visualizations and in the way in which children used their visualization to interrogate and communicate the data at hand. Our study shows the potential of digitally supported constructive visualization activities, and raises interesting questions on how to balance free-form visualization creation and scaffolding to support a meaningful engagement of children with data visualization.

2 BACKGROUND

We contribute to research on digital technologies and visual interfaces for children to be used in educational settings (e.g., [1, 17, 23, 36]) by investigating how to digitally support free-form visualization creation with elementary school children and the visualization processes this approach enables. Our research is informed by the fields of education (including educational technologies) and visualization.

2.1 Visual Representations in Education

Although research on how to support visualization activities with children is still in its early stages, the use of (typically static) materials to teach abstract representations (i.e., representations which do not resemble their referent) is common [1]. Research focusing on ways in
which children are taught various forms of abstract representation can inform the design of tools to support their visualization activities.

Since the advent of Fröbel’s gifts, physical objects have been used to teach young children abstract concepts (e.g., numeracy skills) [5]. The use of physical materials has been shown to have two main educational benefits: (1) to help children offload cognition by providing physical traces of thought processes and (2) to provide conceptual metaphors to help them relate concepts to their real-world experiences [23].

The learning theory of Constructionism, as pioneered by Papert, suggests that problem-based learning in which children actively engage with materials to solve problems can help build their understanding of abstract concepts [30]. These ideas have been applied in digital form, for example, through the ‘Scratch’ programming environment, which allows children to build and structure computer code in the form of blocks, using affordances similar to real-world materials [34]. Constructionism has also motivated the paradigm of Constructive Visualization that promotes visualization processes using simple, expressive, and dynamic means [19]. Our work contributes an exploration of how this paradigm can be applied digitally to facilitate visualization with children.

2.2 Visualization with Novices

Visualization has become prevalent outside of work environments, and its audience has broadened beyond domain experts. As such, research on engaging novices (i.e., people who are not trained in creating or reading visualizations) has emerged as a topic in the field. This includes the definition of visualization literacy to describe and measure a person’s ability to read and create visualizations [6]. The study of novice adults’ visualization literacy and their processes of creating visualizations informs research on facilitating visualization with children who can be considered a special group of visualization novices.

Investigating visualization processes using Tableau, Grammel et al. found that translating questions into data attributes, designing visual mappings to answer specific questions, and interpreting information from the resultant visualization are all challenging processes for adults not trained in visualization [13]. To explore the paradigm of Constructive Visualization which promotes an alternative, simple yet expressive, approach to the visualization process, Huron et al. observed adult novices constructing visualizations using simple physical tokens. They found that participants created visualizations with relative ease, following diverse construction, computation, and storytelling activities [20].

The Constructive Visualization paradigm has also informed the design of new digital visualization tools. iVolVER supports one-to-one visual mappings of individual data points, rather than by-attribute [28]. Studies with adult novices showed that this approach, compared to using off-the-shelf tools such as Tableau, leads to more transparency of the mapping process, and also encourages a more thoughtful creation process driven by the user rather than the tool [26]. Notable trade-offs include efficiency. However, allowing transparency and the active construction of visual representations data point-by-data point also seems a sensible approach when teaching visualization processes to children.

2.3 Visualization Tools for Children

In 1996 Schneider reviewed existing visualization techniques for their suitability in usage scenarios for children [35]. However, this did not result in the emergence of visualization tools for children. Visualization research focusing on young audiences is still in an early stage. Consolidating previous research, we discuss the aspects that need to be considered when building visualization tools for children.

Visualization Activities. In their survey of the use of data-driven visualizations in elementary school teaching material Alper et al. identify three different types of typical visualization activities: reading exercises, where children interpret a given visualization, completion exercises, where children fill-in or expand a given visualization template, and creation exercises, where children create a visualization from scratch [1]. These activities in combination are important for building visualization literacy skills. In C’est la Vis, a tool which encourages children to engage with different visualization types, including a spectrum of concrete and abstract mappings [1], visualization creation is strongly guided by given templates. Preliminary research on token-based free-form visualization creation with children, which directly follows up on Huron et al.’s studies with adults [20], has shown that applying a constructive visualization approach using physical tokens with young audiences may have merit [2]. Our work investigates how to support free-form visualization creation in the digital realm.

Visual Mapping Paradigms. In their review of visualization tools, Grammel et al. identify two methods of how such tools allow users to specify visual mappings of data. In data-driven visual mapping processes, data attributes are assigned to a visual element, while in visualization-driven mapping a visual element is created first and then assigned to data [12]. Most commercial tools (e.g., Excel or Tableau) enforce the mapping of data attributes to visuals; all values of an attribute are mapped in a single step. In contrast, tools such as iVolVER support a constructive approach where the user has to attend each data point and corresponding values one-by-one [28]. We have already discussed that the constructive visualization paradigm can be beneficial for promoting transparency and design intention as part of the visualization process. Furthermore, the mapping paradigm of a visualization tool greatly influences the visualization process in terms of agency (i.e., who drives the creation process—the user or the tool), and granularity (i.e., what can be manipulated—the data by-value or by-attribute) [27]. We investigate the potential of the constructive, visualization-driven mapping paradigm for visualization authoring tools for children.

Scaffolding & Guidance. Scaffolding, defined as “the process that enables a child or novice to solve a problem, carry out a task, or achieve a goal which would be beyond his unassisted efforts” [40], is used in education to help children acquire new knowledge and skills. Such support to promote learning can take different forms including learning resources, templates and engaging tasks. One form of support is guidance, which often involves giving feedback. Feedback can be provided occasionally (e.g., as a follow-up on an incorrect answer [3]) or continuously throughout the problem solving process [18]. The timing of feedback has shown to affect learners’ understanding and engagement, suggesting that immediate feedback supports rapid problem solving, while delayed feedback can result in better retention and transfer [39]. The design of educational applications can rely on feedback provided only by the application, or with external feedback in mind (e.g. by a teacher) to help children learn. We designed with a classroom setting in mind, where feedback given by the application is intended to be supplemented with feedback and guidance from a teacher.

Gradual Skill Development. It is important to develop children’s abilities and skills depending on their age and practice. Activities should also consider the zone of proximal development (ZPD); the sweet-spot where a task is neither too simple nor too difficult for a child to complete [38]. To address this in the context of building visualization literacy the concreteness fading approach [10] has been suggested [1], where children transition from concrete to abstract representations of data. Alper et al. illustrate one method to support this via visualization templates and completion activities [1]. In contrast, we consider how visual variables (e.g., colour, shape, or size) can be configured by the teacher to teach children different types of visual data mappings according to their skill level as well as learning objectives, while still enabling free-form visualization creation.

Shared Interactions. Shared and collaborative interactions with peers are an important and beneficial element of elementary school classroom activities [22, 29, 36], and they often occur spontaneously [1, 9, 24]. In the context of visualization where multiple visual mappings of a single data set are possible, peer discussion and reflection can facilitate visualization literacy. However, while research has discussed supporting collaborative visualization processes for adult users [16, 21, 31], work on shared visualization tools for children does not exist. Our work explores how to design for shared visualization activities and their impact on children’s visualization processes and outcomes.

3 CONSTRUCT-A- VIS

To investigate free-form visualization processes with children, avoiding step-by-step guidance or templates, we followed a design-based
research approach. We designed a technology probe [4, 37] following learning objectives and design principles grounded in previous work.

3.1 Learning Objectives & Design Principles

The learning objectives and corresponding design principles (P1–P5; in bold) below guided the design of our technology probe Construct-A-Vis.

3.1.1 Creative Exploration of Different Visual Mappings

There are many ways of visually representing a single data set, and visualization literacy skills include the ability to distinguish good visualizations (which “amplify cognition” [8]) from less effective ones. The learning objective of allowing children to explore different visual mappings is emphasized in elementary school curricula as a desired learning outcome: “I have explored a variety of ways in which data is presented and can ask and answer questions about the data it contains” [11]. Visualization templates can help to expose children to various visualization techniques but also enforce specific mapping approaches. Our objective is to allow children to follow their own ideas when creating visual data mappings, in order to promote a more grounded understanding of how different visual mappings can be used to present and communicate data and facilitate problem solving and decision making. Designing for Free-form Visualization Creation [P1] in which children can make their own visualization design decisions without explicit step-by-step guidance or templates was therefore an important principle of our design process.

3.1.2 Highlight Links Between Data and Representation

Core to visualization literacy is the ability to “interpret visual patterns in the visual domain as properties in the data domain” [6]. To actively develop this skill, children need to consider the relationship between the data values and their corresponding visual representation during the visualization process. The Constructive Visualization paradigm [19] specifically encourages such reflections, and has been shown to be beneficial when introducing novice adults to visualization [26]. We explore the potential of applying this paradigm to visualization tools for children by Making Data to Visual Mappings Explicit [P2].

3.1.3 Encouraging Valid Visual Data Mappings

While free-form visualization creation leverages children’s creativity, it is also important to teach good visualization practices. The ability to recognize less desirable visual mappings is highlighted as a goal in school curricula: “Having discussed the variety of ways and range of media used to present data, I can interpret and draw conclusions from the information displayed, recognizing that the presentation may be misleading” [11]. Scaffolding via feedback can allow for free-form visualization creation while guiding children toward valid visual representations. We aimed to Support Scaffolding [P3] via visual feedback, informing but not intervening with the visualization process.

3.1.4 Support Learning Transitions

Children, even within the same year of elementary school, differ in their development and skills. Hence, visualization tools for children should cater for different abilities. We aimed to design a tool that could be configured by a teacher depending on learning objectives and children’s skill levels (Configurability [P4]). For example, a teacher could constrain the mapping choices in order to teach a certain type of mapping, or configure the tool to help children to transition from more intuitive, concrete to more abstract mappings (concreteness fading [10]).

3.1.5 Learning from Peers

Shared interactions with visualization tools have shown potential to encourage children to critically engage with learning activities [1, 9], although formal studies have yet to be conducted. Collaboration and the critical discussion of concepts with others is also encouraged in school curricula concerned with visualization (e.g., “[I] have worked with others to collate, organize and communicate results in an appropriate way” [11]). As such, we aimed to develop a visualization tool for children that would support both individual and Shared Activities [P5].

Fig. 2. Creating (1) and modifying (2) tokens in Construct-A-Vis.

3.2 Construct-A-Vis Design

Construct-A-Vis is a tablet-based visualization tool for children that we implemented following the above learning objectives and corresponding design principles. The tool was developed in an iterative design process, in close collaboration with an elementary school teacher to ensure that it would 1) support visualization activities typical in elementary school classrooms and 2) enable an active style of teaching [32]. Construct-A-Vis is a browser-based app implemented using the JavaScript libraries Fabric.js for the visualization front-end, and Meteor2 for the back-end. We tested an early version with two elementary school teachers, four usability experts, two visualization researchers, and four adult visualization novices. Pilot participants’ experiences and feedback resulted in design refinements, mostly in terms of usability. Below we describe the design of Construct-A-Vis in relation to our design principles and how a child may use the tool to create their own visualizations.

3.2.1 The Visualization Process in Construct-A-Vis

Our key interest when designing Construct-A-Vis was to explore children’s visualization processes when given a free-form visualization tool [P1] that does not strictly guide activities and requires explicit visualization decisions at a granular level. In Construct-A-Vis, children create “tokens” and can alter their individual visual properties to encode data. When the tool is started, children are presented with a blank canvas and a small set of data presented in tabular form (Fig. 2; bottom left). The children can create, manipulate, and position tokens on this canvas to visually represent the given data set. To create a token a child places their finger on the “token pool” and drags out a new token, which begins its life as a colorless square (Fig. 2.1). A double-tap on the token brings up a menu of visual properties (color, shape, size, and adding icons) that can be manipulated to alter the token’s visual appearance. From here, the child can select from the options presented for the different visual properties (Fig. 2.2). Most properties are presented as a finite list of options. For example, a set of icons, colors or shapes is shown when opening the corresponding menu (Fig. 2.2). In contrast, token size is altered using a number dial invoked from the menu. We considered using a pinch gesture here but opted for a way that allows for more precise adjustments and that provides access to all visual properties from the same menu. Tokens can be freely arranged on the canvas using a dragging action, and multiple tokens can be grouped and moved together using a lasso tool activated by a button to the top right on the canvas (see a demo video of Construct-A-Vis on our website)3.

3.2.2 Scaffolding Data Mappings via Visual Feedback

To encourage reflection on visualization outcomes and good visualization practices as part of free-form visualization [P3], Construct-A-Vis provides unobtrusive visual feedback that is integrated into the data table (see Fig. 3). The feedback mechanism aims at addressing the learning goal of using visual variables consistently to represent certain attribute levels, and to construct valid mappings of quantitative data aspects. The table cells’ colors indicate how well children’s use of a specific visual property reflects on the provided data values, without enforcing particular visual mappings. Feedback can be provided for one visual property at a time (color, shape, size or icon), as configured

1http://fabricjs.com/
2https://meteor.com/
3Icons by Freepik and Smashicons from www.flaticon.com
4https://construct-a-vis.cs.st-andrews.ac.uk/video
While young children can be competent technology users [24], in-

visualization. The border of tokens is colour coded to indicate the tablet

value ("2"). For visual mappings of categorical data (color, stamp, or

value "6" in the table—there is one purple token missing as indicated

via a dragging gesture from the data point in the table to the token that

represents the desired mapping. In Figure 3.1, for example, a child

has created six tokens, and colored five of these in purple. The child

makes a dragging gesture from the first data point in the table to one

of these purple tokens. Since tool feedback is set to focus on color,

the tool assumes a consistent use of color to represent the data point

and compares the number of purple tokens with the corresponding data

value ("6") in the table—there is one purple token missing as indicated

by an orange bar in the table cell. In Figure 3.2 the child has created

an additional purple token, so the table feedback shows a full green bar

for the corresponding data point. However, the child has also created

three orange tokens linked to the next data point. Here, the table turns

red, as the number of tokens does not match the corresponding data

value ("2"). For visual mappings of categorical data (color, stamp, or

shape), tool feedback considers the number of tokens with the visual

property in focus. For visual mappings to quantitative data (size) the

tool considers the area of an individual token. Links between tokens

and data points can be made visible on demand (see Fig. 3.2.)

3.2.3 Collaborative Activities

Construct-A-Vis features a collaboration mode that supports the shared

creation of visualizations between two children [P5]. Given the tablet

size, this mode assumes one personal tablet per child and a shared

tablet (Fig. 4). Children can individually create and alter tokens, and

tokens can be transferred onto the shared tablet to create a shared

visualization. The border of tokens is colour coded to indicate the token

they were created on. To move tokens onto the shared tablet, children

drag them toward the tablet’s border (red or green line; Fig. 4). The

tokens will disappear from the child’s tablet and appear on the shared

one. This technique is similar to Marquardt et al.'s Portals [25], but

does not require additional hardware (e.g., [33]) to allow for easy setup.

3.2.4 Configuration Options

While young children can be competent technology users [24], intro-

ducing specific visualization concepts incrementally can be impor-

tant [1, 10]. Construct-A-Vis provides a configuration screen for teach-

ers, separate from the main application, to configure the tool for all

participants according to their learning objectives and children’s abili-

ties [P4]. The idea is to support the concreteness fading approach by

allowing the gradual introduction of more advanced visualization con-

cepts over time [10]. By making selections in a simple user interface

teachers can adjust the visual properties to be manipulated by children.

For example, younger children may only be allowed to place icons on

a token to represent data, while older children can be provided an ex-

panded set of properties (including size to represent quantitative data).

Teachers can configure the visual feedback mechanism to focus on a

particular visual property or disable it. They can also set up the appli-

cation for individual or collaborative use. Following discussions with

elementary school teachers we implemented the ability to ‘lock’ the vi-

sualization canvas to prevent children from altering their visualizations;

ensuring children are not distracted during in-class discussions.

4 STUDYING CONSTRUCT-A-VIS WITH SCHOOL CHILDREN

We conducted a qualitative study at a local elementary school to observe

Construct-A-Vis in-use, focusing on three questions in particular:

Q1: Can children create meaningful visualizations with a free-form tool such as Construct-A-Vis without structured guidance or templates, and can it help engage children with different types of visual representations?

Q2: What kind of processes do children follow when creating visualizations individually and in groups?

Q3: Can a free-form visualization tool such as Construct-A-Vis promote an active and critical engagement with data visualization among children and, if so, how?

4.1 Participants

Our study was conducted at a small local elementary school (35 children in total) that follows an active learning approach. We invited all children in the school (regardless of age or ability) to participate. 24 children (age 5–12) took part in the study with their guardian’s consent.

Prior to the study, children were asked to complete a visualization literacy test which explored their ability to read basic visualizations3. The test included two visualizations (a pictograph and a bar chart) with four questions each. Questions asked children to find extrema and compare values between attributes. Questions were extracted from standard elementary school teaching materials, and the test was vetted by a school teacher. Children completed the test on paper during regular class time. Each question was worth two points with a maximum score of 16. Partially-correct answers scored one point (e.g., providing a general trend—“more than”/“less than”—instead of exact values).

4.2 Study Setup & Tasks

The study took place at the children’s school, but separate from other school activities. One experimenter familiar to the children was present during all sessions. Children participated in pairs of similar age where possible (i.e., no more than one school year apart; two children participated alone due to this constraint). Children were seated with a tablet (Apple iPad Air 2; 9.7 inch) opposite each other at a table (see Fig. 1).

The study consisted of three tasks that consecutively increased in complexity. Each task started with a brief introduction to the task-relevant features of Construct-A-Vis, so that children were gradually introduced to the tool. Each task consisted of the same open-ended visualization exercise, that was based on fictional data on popularity votes on school subjects. The data consisted of five data points with two attributes: school subjects (maths, music, sports, science, arts, represented as icons) and their corresponding aggregated numbers of votes (see Fig. 2). Children were asked to visualize the data using Construct-A-Vis, in order to make suggestions on the two subjects that should be run as after-school clubs. While the task and data structure remained consistent, the data values varied between tasks and participants. We modeled this exercise in collaboration with a school teacher based on data-driven activities run in their school.

Task 1 provided children with icons, colour, and shape for their representations. Upon linking tokens to a school subject the tool provided feedback based on the number of tokens with a corresponding icon. This task was to encourage concrete mappings between data points and tokens by offering icons which directly corresponded to school subjects. We hoped that even younger children would be able to engage in

3https://construct-a-vis.cs.st-andrews.ac.uk/vl
these more concrete visual mappings. At the same time, more abstract mappings in form of colour and shape were still supported.

Task 2 constrained children to use token area (width and/or height) and colour for their visual representations. The data showed the same subjects but different votes. The tool provided feedback based on a token’s area. The purpose of Task 2 was to guide children toward more abstract mappings using size to encode values. We considered this to be a more complex task that required numeracy skills not covered in the first year of elementary school. Therefore, only children in their second year or above (ages 7–12) participated in this task.

In Task 3 children were given an additional shared tablet and asked to collaboratively create a single representation showing an overview of their combined two data sets (see Fig. 1). All visual mapping options were available: icons, colour, shape, width, and height. Tool feedback was disabled. The purpose of this task was to create a setting where children would have to communicate, interpret, and negotiate each others’ ideas for visually representing the data. Again, only children in their second year or above (ages 7–12) participated in this task.

After each task children described their visualizations and, based on this, their choice of the two subjects for the after-school club. We also asked them to reflect on their visual mapping choices and their experience using Construct-A-Vis. We first transcribed all study videos, including children’s verbal and non-verbal interactions with Construct-A-Vis, with each other, and with the experimenter. Verbal interactions were transcribed word-by-word; video sequences were described in words. We also captured key instances of activities from the video data in form of still images, resulting in a compact overview of the most pertinent visualization activities. Each study session was initially coded by one of four researchers, focusing on instances that would shed light into children’s visualization processes (e.g., choice of visual variables, layout and grouping of tokens, and experimentation with visual mappings), as well as activities that indicated a critical engagement in interpreting, verifying or questioning a visual mapping, and any shared activities between children (mostly occurring in but not limited to Task 3). The emerging coding scheme was iteratively refined by the representation team and any shared activities between children (mostly occurring in but not limited to Task 3). The purpose of Task 2 was to guide children toward more abstract mappings using size to encode values. We considered this to be a more complex task that required numeracy skills not covered in the first year of elementary school. Therefore, only children in their second year or higher (17 children in total) participated in these visualization tasks.

Our findings are therefore based on the analysis of 20 children’s visualization processes with Construct-A-Vis as a free-form, constructive visualization tool as described in the following sections.

4.3 Data Collection & Analysis

Each study session was video recorded using three cameras that captured children’s visualization processes and the discussion phases (29 hours of video material across all cameras). One camera mounted face-down over the table provided an overview of both children’s activities. Two cameras captured activities of each child individually. We also took screen captures of children’s final visualizations for each task.

Our results are based on a detailed thematic video analysis of the collected video and audio data [7, 14, 15]. We first transcribed all study videos, including children’s verbal and non-verbal interactions with Construct-A-Vis, with each other, and with the experimenter. Verbal interactions were transcribed word-by-word; video sequences were described in words. We also captured key instances of activities from the video data in form of still images, resulting in a compact overview of the most pertinent visualization activities. Each study session was initially coded by one of four researchers, focusing on instances that would shed light into children’s visualization processes (e.g., choice of visual variables, layout and grouping of tokens, and experimentation with visual mappings), as well as activities that indicated a critical engagement in interpreting, verifying or questioning a visual mapping, and any shared activities between children (mostly occurring in but not limited to Task 3). The emerging coding scheme was iteratively refined by the representation team and any shared activities between children (mostly occurring in but not limited to Task 3). The purpose of Task 2 was to guide children toward more abstract mappings using size to encode values. We considered this to be a more complex task that required numeracy skills not covered in the first year of elementary school. Therefore, only children in their second year or higher (17 children in total) participated in these visualization tasks.

Our analysis resulted in rich insights into children’s engagement in visualization processes using Construct-A-Vis as a free-form, constructive visualization tool as described in the following sections.

5 Children’s Visualizations & Process

We first describe by-task the types of visualizations that children created using Construct-A-Vis (Q1) and their visualization processes (Q2).

5.1 Task 1: Icon, Colour, & Shape

In Task 1 children could only use icons, colour, and shape for their representations. Upon linking tokens to a data point the tool provided feedback based on the number of tokens with icons of the corresponding school subject. The purpose of this task was to encourage concrete mappings between data points and tokens. All 20 children used Construct-A-Vis without significant problems and produced visualizations that were true to the data in that the visual representation matched the numbers presented in the table. On average, children took 10 minutes to complete their visualizations (max: 15min, min: 5min, stdev: 216sec.).

Figure 5 shows the visualizations created. 17/20 children were true to the data in that the visual representation matched the numbers presented in the table. On average, children took 10 minutes to complete their visualizations (max: 15min, min: 5min, stdev: 216sec.).

Figure 6 shows some of the visualizations created. 17/20 children used icons to represent school subjects. 17/20 children used colour for their visual representations. Colour choices were influenced by children’s personal preferences: “I used red for maths, because maths is hard.” [P3a]. One child reported using colours in the order of the rainbow to reflect the order of subjects in the table. Three used colour based on vote counts, for example, applying green and red for the subjects with the most and least votes. Another child used colour to highlight the most popular subjects (Fig. 6.C, top). 10/20 children used shape, either to distinguish between subjects (Fig. 6.A, bottom) or to highlight the most popular ones.

We also observed children experimenting with their choices of colour, shape, and spatial positioning of tokens. Space constraints led children to re-arrange tokens to make them fit on the tablet in the intended layout (e.g., a pictograph). Two children experimented with the grouping tool but abandoned it for their final visualization. Conversations with children after the task about their visual mappings sometimes led them to (unpromptedly) revise their visualizations. While it became clear from discussions with children that they usually understood the importance of consistent use of colour for visualization readability (e.g., “colours help to tell which one is which” [P9a]), some children applied...
colour in a rather random fashion. When asking one child about this choice, he exclaimed: “Oh, that makes no sense!”, and changed tokens to a more consistent by-subject colour mapping. The constructive visualization paradigm [P2] as implemented in Construct-A-Vis facilitates this type of experimentation as visual mappings can be easily modified.

### 5.2 Task 2: Size & Colour

Task 2 constraint children to use size and colour for their representations (same school subjects but new data values). The tool provided feedback based on a token’s area. 17 children (age 7–12; all in their second year or above) participated in this more abstract mapping task.

All children created visualizations that adequately represented the data set (see Fig. 7 for a sample). Vertical or horizontal bar charts were the most common (7 instances, avg. age 10.14; Fig 7.A), with some variations where the bars were not aligned (2 instances, avg. age 8.5; Fig. 7.B, right), and some with bars ordered by height (3 instances, avg. age 9.7; Fig. 7.A, right). One child created a discrete bar chart, compressing token sizes only to better fit them onto the canvas (Fig. 7.B, left). 11 children (avg. age 10.75) created variations of area charts by adjusting both width and height of tokens (see Fig. 7.C). Here, children dealt with the representation of uneven values in different ways. Three children only adjusted the token width (Fig. 7.C, left), while one split the targeted value into two numbers, representing the resulting larger even number by adjusting the width and height of a token and the odd “+1” by creating a single additional token with the matching colour (Fig. 7.C, right). She also used grouping to highlight the subjects with the most popular votes. All but one child used colour to distinguish between subjects; this child instead used colour to encode categories of voting numbers (green/blue representing subjects with the most and red/orange for the least number of votes (Fig. 7.A, right).

Children completed Task 2 in 8 minutes on average (max: 11min., min: 4min., stdev: 125sec.). Our observations and comments from children indicate that they found this task harder than Task 1. This was partly due to a usability issue, as manipulating token sizes via the slider menu proved finicky. However, some children also had difficulty understanding how to map the token area to represent a quantitative value: especially those that manipulated both token width and height which requires splitting the value into two factors. To facilitate their visualization process, 11 children linked their tokens with the table for continuous feedback while adjusting the token’s size. All but one child figured out the area mapping over the course of the task. One child avoided manipulating token size but produced a bar graph where token counts reflected corresponding values (Fig. 7.B, left).

While engaging in the task most children recognized the difficulty of remembering which bar represented which data point and came up with strategies to deal with this. For example, they arranged tokens according to the order of data points in the table (Fig. 7.A, left). Four children arranged their tokens directly above the corresponding table columns, appropriating these as labels (Fig. 7.B, left). Others made links between tokens and data points visible via the linking button (Fig. 7.B, right). During the discussion phase, when the values in the table were partially hidden, the lack of axes (e.g., for bar charts) or number labels (e.g., for area charts) made it “a bit difficult” [P3a] for children to estimate the exact values represented in their visualization because there are “no counting lines” [P3a]. Children worked around this problem by using a token of known size as a measure, or by opening the token menu to read from the size selector. P3b suggested another alternative: “If they had a little pencil that you could draw them [number labels] on, I’d find it easier to remember them”. These statements show that children understood and could critically discuss the readability of their visualization. Providing ways to add labels and axes to visualizations should be addressed in future iterations on Construct-A-Vis.

![Fig. 6. An overview of visualization types created in Task 1.](image)

![Fig. 7. Samples of visualization types created in Task 2.](image)
5.3 Task 3: Collaborative Free-form Mapping

In Task 3 each child’s personal tablets displayed, again, updated data about school subject preferences. In addition, each pair received a shared tablet (see Fig. 1, bottom). Children were asked to collaboratively create a single representation of their combined data sets. All visual mapping options were available: icons, colour, shape, width, and height. However, no feedback was provided by the tool.

The same 17 children who completed Task 2 participated in Task 3. We were unable to pair two children with a peer and so they worked with the experimenter. The work of these children and that of one pair where one child was unable to actively participate in the task (the same child excluded from analysis of Tasks 1 and 2) were excluded from our analysis. The remaining 14 children completed the task in 9 minutes on average (max: 12 min., min: 6 min., stdev: 12 sec.). All seemed to enjoy its collaborative aspect. One child stated: “It’s fun to work with someone else, to talk, and decide what to do.” [P6b].

We observed a variety of visualization outcomes (see Fig. 8) and shared processes—not surprisingly, as children were less constraint in their mapping choices, and Construct-A-Vis does not prescribe a particular collaborative style. All children used icons to represent school subjects. Also, as in Tasks 1 and 2, colour was used to distinguish between subjects. One pair used colour to highlight their final choices of subjects to pick (Fig. 8.B, left). Only one child made use of shapes to distinguish between subjects (Fig. 8.A, P4 left). 5/7 pairs changed the size of tokens to encode the number of votes (see Fig. 8; P1, P3, P5). Visualization types included free-form and structured pictographs (Fig. 8.A & B, right), bar charts (Fig. 8.B.left), and representations of mixed types (Fig. 8.A & C). The character of joined visualization was influenced by children’s collaborative strategies. In general, children who collaborated closely created fairly coherent joined visualizations (Fig. 8.B & C, 5 groups, avg. age 10.88). Independent work resulted in visualizations that consisted of two juxtaposed representations (Fig. 8.A: 2 groups, avg. age 9.75). We describe details on shared strategies below.

In-parallel creation, followed by collaboration. 3/7 pairs started visualizing their individual data sets in parallel, without discussing a general approach to mapping strategies. Once finished with their individual visualizations, children transferred their tokens to the shared tablet. This typically initiated a collaborative phase where comparisons of the visualizations took place, which sometimes resulted in adjustments of representations to make them more compatible. In Pair 1, for example, one child (P1a) created a horizontal bar chart on her tablet. After transferring her tokens onto the shared display, she noticed that her partner (P1b) was in the process of creating a vertical bar chart. She verbally intervened: “I think this is going to have to change, because I have done mine along this way [pointing to her chart on the shared display], and you have done yours up and down.” [P1a]. After a brief discussion, P1b agreed to change his tokens into horizontal bars and transferred these onto the shared tablet. The children then collaboratively arranged tokens into a joined horizontal bar graph (Fig. 8.B, left).

Similarly, Pair 3 first visualized their data in parallel, and arranged the two resulting visualizations (a pictograph and a vertical bar chart) side-by-side on the shared tablet. They realized that, although their choices of colours were consistent by accident, this arrangement would not help them analyze the joined data. P3a: “Since I did not do mine that way... We have to compare them! So let’s put them side-by-side.” The subsequent collaborative re-arrangement of all tokens (Fig. 1, bottom) resulted in a side-by-side bar chart (Fig. 8.C). In contrast to Pairs 1 and 3, children of Pair 6 briefly discussed their mapping approach and confirmed colour and icon choices while visualizing their individual data in parallel. They collaboratively transferred and arranged tokens on the shared tablet, resulting in a structured pictograph.

Close Collaboration. Pair 2 was the only group to work closely together throughout the visualization process, leading to a joined visualization that evolved on the shared display (see Fig 8.B, right). The pair would first create the required number of tokens for a subject (based on the number of votes) on each their personal displays, apply colour and icon (taking turns deciding), and transfer the prepared tokens onto the shared display. Here they took turns arranging the tokens into a structured pictograph, depending on who had finished creating and preparing tokens on their personal display first. Throughout this process, both made sure via frequent counting of tokens that the visualization evolving on the shared display was true to their joined data. These children stated that they particularly enjoyed working together on the visualization because “Working together is faster and easier.” [P2a].

Independent Work. 2/7 pairs worked in parallel on visualizing their data, and then juxtaposed their representations on the shared display without attempting to merge them (Fig. 8.A). Children of these pairs were unable to answer questions about votes across both data sets.

These findings show that, overall, children were able to create adequate visualizations using Construct-A-Vis and to critically discuss these during and/or after the activity (Q1). This is remarkable considering the large range of ages (5–12). From the age of seven, children were able to engage in more advanced visualization activities, making use of abstract mappings and collaboratively analyzing data through joined visual representations. Constraining children’s choices of visual properties guided the creation of different types of visualizations (concrete and abstract). We also saw that the constructive paradigm implemented in Construct-A-Vis facilitates direct and simple one-to-one mappings between data values and visuals [P2], allowing children to experiment with their mappings. Maybe more importantly, it made children’s visualization processes visible, including struggles as well as critical thinking (Q2). Children’s visualization literacy scores were quite high to begin with, and we found no notable correlation to their visualization process or their final visualizations. However, young children (ages 5–6) may require additional scaffolding, even with more concrete mappings as in Task 1, as suggested by our observations of our youngest participants who did not prepare visualization that would particularly facilitate data analysis (see Fig. 6.D).

6 IMPACT ON PROCESS & ENGAGEMENT

The second part of our findings focuses on the impact of Construct-A-Vis’ design principles on children’s visualization processes and outcomes and the tool’s potential benefits for teaching and learning (Q3).
Benefits of Free-Form Vis Creation. The key goal of Construct-A-Vis is to support free-form visualization activities among children (P1). We have shown that this approach led to a wide range of creative, yet valid visualizations. We also found evidence that allowing for open-ended visualization processes enabled a critical engagement with visualization and how it can be used to communicate information. Nine children, for example, not only provided a visual overview of the data, but, in addition, encoded their analysis outcomes into the visualization (e.g., by highlighting the most popular subjects in yellow [Fig 6.C, top]). Children also used color to indicate the popularity rankings (Fig. 7.A, right), or ordered tokens by size like pair 4: “The one from the left is the biggest and then the one on the right is the smallest [number of votes]”. Pair 1 even integrated an additional mini-visualization to highlight the subject according to their joined data sets (Fig. 8.B, left). Such customized designs are not supported in template-based applications, and, yet, they indicate children’s engagement with the data as part of the visualization process, and an understanding of how visualization can be used as a communication medium.

However, we also found downsides of this free-form visualization process that allows children to manipulate their visualizations beyond what is shown in the data. For example, the visualization of one boy showed a shape between popularity votes for four subjects. When asked which two subjects to pick, he followed his personal preference. Being aware that the visualization did not support his choice, he removed tokens from the subjects he did not pick. While problematic, this behaviour shows that he understood the power of visualization as a communication medium. Allowing children to venture away from the data like this, on the one hand, can undermine learning objectives and even send the wrong message. On the other hand, in a supervised environment where the teacher or peers can point out the problem, these types of situations allow children to learn from their own mistakes. Our findings suggest that tools such as Construct-A-Vis can contribute to children’s understanding of visualization as an active process to critically explore and communicate data.

Scaffolding via Visual Feedback. Construct-A-Vis’ feedback mechanism specifically addresses the learning goal of making use of visual variables in a consistent way to represent certain attribute levels, and to construct valid mappings of quantitative data aspects [P3]. Unprompted by us, children made use of this feedback to help them create accurate visual data representations. For example, in Task 2, children would link a token to a data point and watch the table feedback while adjusting the token’s height/width. The feedback mechanism was also used for retrospective verification after the visualization had been created, and some children altered their visualizations as a result, indicating that the feedback was formative. However, our findings also show that the feedback feature did not enforce particular mappings [P1], as children also ignored the feedback on purpose to follow their own ideas, resulting in unique and valid visualizations (Fig. 7.C, right). In other cases, the results were less desirable: P3b ignored the opportunity to map the data to token length as intended by the feedback configuration of Task 2 (Fig 7.B, left). This type of behaviour made visible by children’s individual visualization processes, can point the teacher to individual learning issues that might require additional guidance. Construct-A-Vis’ feedback mechanism seems to benefit learning in that some children who used the feedback as part of their creation process have achieved visualizations outcomes that they may have struggled to produce otherwise, allowing them to successfully engage in visualization tasks above their comfort zone. At the same time, the feedback mechanism did not interfere with those wanting to try their own ideas. However, based on this first study, we cannot say how much children internalized visualization concepts in form by the visual feedback. Further research into the design and study of feedback mechanisms to scaffold visualization concepts without dictating processes is necessary.

Scaffolding via Configuration. The configuration feature of Construct-A-Vis can be used to gradually introduce children to different ways of representing data [P4] (e.g., using the concreteness fading approach [10]) and to allow a wider range of children to interact with the application by situating activities based on their current skill level. Our observations reveal that this approach has merit. Between Task 1 and 2, some children showed a better understanding of the visual mapping process, visible in more sophisticated visualizations. For example, four children created free-form pictographs in Task 1 and aligned bar charts in Task 2. However, other children struggled visibly with Task 2, indicating that they may benefit from additional activities using more concrete mappings; as these children successfully completed the first task, the application still appears suitable. Our findings suggest that the ability to adjust visual variables as constraints can help to allow children build visualization skills, exploring a wider range of visualization designs over time using a single tool.

Learning from Shared Experiences. Our findings reveal a range of productive interactions between children, not only in the collaborative Task 3. For example, in Task 2, one child struggled to create an accurate mapping of subject votes to tokens’ width and height. When he saw his partner’s mapping (a bar chart), he recognized the complexity of his own approach: “You did it smartly! [Adjusting size] only on one side!” [P5a]. This illustrates that free-form visualization activities in a shared environment can expose children to a variety of visual mappings introduced by their peers and in this way encourage critical reflection on their own processes. In the collaborative Task 3, this engagement was even more pronounced. 5/7 pairs actively discussed their representations and negotiated ways to merge them. Pair 6 decided “keeping the colour of school subjects the same helps to read it [the visualization] better” [P6a] as it eased the comparison of their individual representations. We also observed instances where children verified the validity of each others’ visualizations. For example, P1a questioned the accuracy of the token bars created by her partner, leading the pair to verify the tokens by arranging them alongside bars of verified length. This illustrates again the merit of free-form visualization tools in a shared context: while inaccurate or less efficient mappings may be produced, a collaborative or even just shared setting can bring these to the fore, not only promoting hands-on peer learning but also a critical and inquisitive perspective to visualization.

7 Discussion
The goal of this research was to explore the feasibility of digitally supporting free-form visualization activities for elementary school children. With Construct-A-Vis we have made a first step in this direction, both in terms of exploring design options and investigating the impact of this approach on children’s visualization processes and outcomes. Studying Construct-A-Vis in-use revealed that children are able to create meaningful visualizations even without step-by-step guidance or templates, and that they engage in creative and critical visualization processes. Below we reflect on the ways in which free-form visualization activities with children can be productive and on the open questions our research highlights.

7.1 The Potential of Free-form Vis Tools for Children

Enjoyment. Children enjoyed experimenting with different mapping choices to explore different visual representation techniques in a hands-on way, following their own ideas. One child summarized: “I thought it [Construct-A-Vis] was really nice, because you could use your own imagination. You could just make it [the visualization] however you like” [P4a]. Children explored different visual variables and layout choices to present an overview of the data and/or specific data aspects (e.g., highlighting the most popular subjects to pick). Although creating a visualization from scratch is a challenging task, we found that children even in their first year of elementary school, were able to create visualizations which faithfully represented the data using Construct-A-Vis without much additional guidance.

Critical Engagement. A free-form approach to data visualization forces children to come up with their own mapping choices, rather than relying on those provided by a tool. Our study shows that this approach can promote a critical engagement with visualization as a communication medium. We noticed several instances of children questioning and verifying their own visualizations or those of their peers. We found that shared activities encouraged children to critically yet constructively
discuss their own visualizations and those of their peers [P5]. While Construct-A-Vis provides basic features for collaborative visualization creation and sharing, there is a lot of room for future work, for example, supporting collaboration in larger groups and for larger data sets or different types of data. Also the integration of such group activities in classroom scenarios has to be studied in detail.

Active Engagement with Mapping Choices. The constructive visualization paradigm and explicit mapping between data points and visual elements [P2] seem particularly useful for children’s visualization creation, verification, and modification as mapping choices become easily applicable, visible and adjustable via direct manipulation. Furthermore, manual (rather than automated) visualization construction forces children to directly consider every mapping choice. As our study shows, a tool such as Construct-A-Vis where visualization processes are visible and transparent enables the observation of these processes and outcomes, which can help teachers notice when to introduce more challenging mapping options, or if the current activity should be adjusted or repeated to help solidify children’s understanding. Configurability [P4] allows the teacher to adjust activities according to children’s current skill level. A downside of the one-to-one mapping approach is that it can be tedious: “It’s time-consuming because you have to put the sticker on and choose the color” [P5a]. Children even suggested design solutions to this problem that are comparable to discussions around comparable tools for adults [26, 27]: “Duplicating might be easier than dragging all of them” [P8a]. Future work should explore how to make constructive vis approaches for children scale to larger data sets.

Guidance through Scaffolding. Our findings indicate that free-form visualization tools, as suspected, should still include some form of guidance and scaffolding to promote effective and ethical uses of visualization. Even with the availability of visual feedback to scaffold children’s visualization process [P3] some children created visualizations that were not as effective or even misleading. While our observations suggest learning from such “mistakes” can be productive if balanced by peer or teacher feedback, future research has to further explore options for in-tool scaffolding mechanisms that can guide children’s visualization process as part of creative free-form vis activities.

Visualization Tool Paradigms. Our research has focused on the digital support of free-form visualization creation with children. Compared to analogue tools (e.g., physical tokens as previously explored in [2, 20]) a digital approach such as Construct-A-Vis has benefits in that it allows flexibility in terms of visual mapping options (e.g., easily adjusting token size or color) and scaffolding (e.g., providing automatic feedback on visual mappings or constraining mappings to certain visual variables). However, physical media (as often used in elementary school classrooms) may promote visualization activities and literacy skills in different ways. Furthermore, Construct-A-Vis only represents one design approach to implementing a free-form visualization tool for children, and is not without limitations. It is designed to work with small data sets that consist of one categorical and one quantitative attribute. Also while successfully avoiding the use of step-by-step guidance and templates, visual encodings are somewhat restricted. Future work needs to further explore the design and use of analogue and digital visualization tools for children. This should include comparative studies that investigate the pros and cons of different visualization paradigms (e.g., free-form vs. template-based activities).

7.2 Limitations
As a first exploration of free-form visualization activities to engage children in visualization processes, our work is not without limitations which open up additional questions for future work.

How Free is Free-Form? We consider Construct-A-Vis as a free-form visualization tool in that it does not provide step-by-step guidance or templates to visual mappings. However, like every tool, Construct-A-Vis constraints the visualization process in terms of visual variables provided and visualization types supported. For example, standard visualization types such as line graphs or network visualizations (to name a few) cannot be explored. Future work on visualization tools for children should expand the range of visualization options under the free-form paradigm, alongside the support of different data types. This should include further design explorations of providing formative feedback while allowing flexibility in the visualization process.

Impact of Visualization Literacy. Our study did not reveal a relationship between children’s visualization literacy scores and their visualization creations which might be an artifact of our small participant sample which is biased in that all child participants scored relatively high in the pre-study visualization literacy test, with 75% achieving 14/16 points. Future studies should investigate free-form visualization activities with children with a broader range of visualization abilities in order to gather more nuanced information on how the free-form visualization approach can support the gradual building of children related to visualization literacy. The design of how to design visualization literacy tests for children which cover the broad range of skills required for visualization [9]. More granular tests applied as part of long-term studies may reveal more insights into the effect of engaging with particular types of visualization tools.

Impact of Age. Our study was conducted across a wide range of ages (5-12) with a small number of children in each age group. We therefore cannot provide in-depth insights on how children’s age impacted their visualization process. We did notice that younger children (ages 5 and 6) generally appeared to have more difficulties creating coherent visualizations. Configuration features seem like a promising approach to help children build on existing skills. However, future studies are needed to explore how this approach applies across different ages and visualization literacy levels, or whether dedicated tools for different age groups are more beneficial.

In-Classroom Use. We designed our study with real-world classroom activities in mind, guided by elementary school curricula [11]. However, although our study took place at an elementary school, children’s activities were observed in a controlled setting. Investigating how tools such as Construct-A-Vis integrate into classroom activities is therefore important. Of particular interest would be long-term studies investigating the impact of such tools on children’s development of visualization literacy skills over the course of their education.

Overall, our findings suggest that tools such as Construct-A-Vis can contribute to children’s understanding of visualization as an active process to critically explore and communicate data. However, more studies are required to explore the merit of this free-form visualization approach, in particular, regarding its effectiveness to support learning.

8 Conclusion
We have explored children’s visualization processes when engaging with free-form visualization activities. We developed Construct-A-Vis as a technology probe to enable this exploration. Construct-A-Vis is a tablet-based tool designed to (1) support free-form visualization creation, (2) make data-to-visual mappings explicit, (3) provide scaffolding via visual feedback, (4) cater for different skill levels through configuration, and (5) support shared activities. Our in-depth study of Construct-A-Vis with elementary school children showed that children at a young age are capable of creating meaningful visualizations during free-form visualization activities. We found that children critically engaged in the visualization process and that shared visualization processes further prompted productive discussions and behaviours. Our findings also highlight the merit of scaffolding the visualization creation process (through feedback, configurability and shared interactions) to support children’s activities. We hope our work inspires future research to further investigate children’s visualization literacy in a broader context, supporting a variety of processes.
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